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Obvious Yet
If one reads thought any comment section of a news article online about an article on Israel. You
will notice a long line of Jewish paid posters the Hasabara...

These Jewish agents all do one major thing. They use a never-ending stream of Bible verses to push
support of the JEWS.
Their favourite seems to be:
Genesis 12:3
"will bless those who bless you, and whoever curses you I will curse; and all peoples on earth will
be blessed through you."
Was it ever more obvious what Christianity is for...? An occult spell to hypnotize and control the

Goyim. "Here Goyim have the Jews for G_d." The Jews will is now God's will, don't you forget it
Goyim.
Wait a second there is some guy on Youtube who claims to be against Jews told me Jews are against
Christianity you know this guy....

You mean the Kikes might use deception to keep the Goyim feeding their occult meme of
Christianity that ends with the entire Jewish race ruling the world and destroying the Goyim
nations? They would trick us anyway they need to, so to keep the Goyim feeding their psychic,
spiritual energies into this program of the Jews.....

Well the Jews are told to make war by deception. It’s the motto of the Jewish Mossad.
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Putin is Jewish his mother maiden name is Jewish and he stated his father was a Hebrew reading
Talmud scholar and that Putin and his family lived in an orthodox Jewish apartment. Putin was put
into power by the oligarch Jew who is a deputy of the Rothschild family and his close friend. And
who was the leader of the Jewish congress of Russia and a major Chabad member. Putin has created
a billionaire Jewish one percent power block in Russia keeping his tribe in total power. He also
kisses Israel's behind.
The funniest part of Putin-tard propaganda is the Rambo Putin images. Putin purposely dodged the
daft for the Red Army. So he could go to law school and be a legal geek. His KGB service the
James Bond propaganda.....Putin just sat in a cubical in East Germany drinking coffee and being a
clerk. Putin was able to kiss-ass to get high enough in the Moscow political machine to get rich
enough by criminal embezzlement of money meant to help the populace of Moscow that allowed
him to move up higher in the pay to play world of Russian politics.
Let us also not forget the documentary showing Putin used his position for false flag attacks on his
own people to bring him into power as crisis dictator. Thus removing any rights and freedoms the
Russians gained after the fall of Communism.
The Jews will always seek to build a tyranny.
The Putin-tardism turned into Trump-tardism over here. We are supposed to believe says people like
Andrew Anglin, Kike Enoch and others. That despite the fact Trump is surrounded by Jews, spent

his life building up his corrupt businesses with Jewish help. The fact he worships Israel and proudly
proclaims he is a Zionist. Is best friends with Bibi the leader of Israel. His son in law and daughter
are Chabad members. His whole cabinet is full of Rothschild agents who are Jews and just Jews in
general..... And Trump will throw his major promises in the trash-can when it comes to benefiting
Jews....
That somehow Trump is against the Jews.....
Xavius_6x6 wrote: “Kapner is big time promoter of Putin who is even in better relations
to Jews than some Western yokes are.”
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Putin has criminalized holocaust questioning with five years in jail and banned anti-Semitic
criticism of the Jews by law. Somehow though he is against the Jews. The Putin-tards live in denial.
It’s the messiah syndrome of the Christian mental illness.
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HP Mageson666 wrote: “Can you translate those articles of the pope into English that
would be go to show people what is going on.”
Cacique Satanás wrote:
“I know people who will call you "crazy" because how the Jew came from
other planet and wish to conqueror the Goyim...also, prepare to receive the
title of "Conspiracionist" just because a Christian Goy do not believe in
Aliens but in a faggot in the sky...it does not matter if the Pope Benedictus
XVI once stated that the Grey aliens are "our brothers(Jewish race)". Grey
aliens are angels but there are two type of angels according to the Pope
Benedictus XVI. The new pope stated that he is prepared to give the baptism
to other E.T's
.
https://insolitonoticias.com/ex-papa-be ... vaticano/#
http://www.noticiacristiana.com/socieda ... arlos.html “

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------https://insolitonoticias.com/ex-papa-be ... vaticano/#
The aliens have taken over the Vatican. This is what the former Pope Benedict XVI said at a press
conference broadcast live on a German FM, Radio Horeb.
According to the former Supreme Pontiff, a group of Jesuits would have infiltrated the Vatican and
pursue what he calls "an alien agenda." The first Pope to leave office in 598 years, expressed deep
feelings of disappointment of how a sinister group of members of the Vatican, push the research for
extraterrestrial life through the use of the Binocular Telescope called Lucifer 2, based on the
observatory that the Vatican possesses at Mount Graham in Tucson, United States.
José Gabriel Funes, is a Jesuit priest and Argentine astronomer. He currently holds the position of
director of the Vatican Observatory. José sponsored a conference in collaboration with NASA,
entitled: "The search for life beyond the Solar System: Exoplanets." I also announce the purchase of
a new, much more powerful lens for the Lucifer telescope
"Just as there are multiplicity of living creatures on Earth, there can be other beings, even intelligent
ones created by God. This is not opposed to our faith, because we can not limit the creative freedom
of God. Why can not we talk about an extraterrestrial brother? I would still be part of the creation ",
culminated Jose Gabriel Funes when asked about the role of the Vatican and extraterrestrial life.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------http://www.noticiacristiana.com/socieda ... arlos.html
The Pope Francis believes in E.T's beings and is willing to baptize them
The Vatican- During a homily performed the Monday of this week which was dedicated to the
concepts of “aceptation” and “inclusión”, the Pope Francisco talked about the first conversions of
pagans to christianism.

The Pope assured that the Catholic Church had “the doors open” for everybody, and it corresponded
to the christians to accept the holy spirit in “unthinkable” and “non imaginable” ways.
So the Pope remembered the critics that Simon received by christians from Jerusalem when he
made contact with the “dirty” Pagans, Francisco warned taht it was time to do the “unthinkable”.
“If, for example, tomorrow a trip of Martians(E.T’s from Mars) come here and one of them says “I
want to be baptize”, what will happen? Martians, right? Green, long noses and big ears, like in
Children’s drawings” Francisco thought.
“When the Lord shows to us the way, who are we to say: “No, Lord, it is not wise!No, let´s going to
do it in other way!”. Who are we to closet he doors?”, the Pope insisted.
It is the first time that a Pope presented the possibility to baptize E.T’s,although in 2010 one of the
astronomers close to the Pope Benedictus XVI stated that he will give baptism to them if the
opportunity is present.
This formulates a big question: Did Christ died for the E.T’s,too? Can the E.t’s be saved? Does the
Bible talk about them?
The stance of the Vatican towards Alien life has changed, and the beginning they did note ven
admitted the existence of other habitable worlds, now it seems that due the lack of faith of many
humans that desert their ranks/faith, they feel forced to meditated the possibility of conqueror E.T’
souls.
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